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Summary 

Although there have been many studies of what drives voter turnout and civic engagement, rarely have 
there been any studies on zoning and how it affects voting.  Considering the importance of land use in 
San Francisco, and its politicization, it is worthwhile to consider the effect of zoning – if any – on voter 
turnout.  In this paper I combine several large publicly-available datasets in order to link San Francisco’s 
zoning districts with individual voters through a complex database and GIS joining system, where I was 
able to capture the zoning district of 83% of currently registered voters.   

After aggregating zoning districts in a system much like what the SF Planning Department uses, there is a 
clear correlation of voter turnout with zoning districts.  Residential districts, especially ‘Residential, 
House’ districts have higher turnout than Neighborhood Commercial or more industrial zones.  In an 
attempt to control for the more obvious turnout-drivers like homeownership, income, and race, I run 
several models to determine if there are indeed any possible zoning ‘effects’ on turnout.  While the 
models are by no means conclusive, there does appear to be evidence that there is a zoning – or 
neighborhood – impact on turnout beyond standard demographic variables, especially in more dense, 
transit-oriented zones.
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Introduction 

It is said that all politics, especially in San Francisco, comes down to land use.  Politics and public policy is 
often, at heart, an adversarial enterprise, in which different people compete for limited resources.  If a 
parcel of land is used for houses, then it cannot be used for businesses.  If land is designated for low-
income housing, then the people who live there will have a distinct set of political and policy goals, 
manifested by if and how they vote, and how their representatives vote on certain issues.  With land at 
such a premium in San Francisco, it is no wonder that some of the most contentious battles are fought 
over land use and development. 

How land can be used is determined by its “zoning use district” – whether or not, for instance, one can 
build a high-rise or a multi-unit apartment building.  And the land on which everyone lives has some kind 
of zoning code, which determines the land’s “use”, and ultimately what it’s surrounding neighborhood 
looks like.   For instance, there are residential districts, commercial districts, and much in-between.   
Zoning indirectly affects what kind of character a neighborhood will have, or if it will have one at all. 

At times, neighborhood issues affect if and how people vote.  Therefore, it is feasible that zoning is an 
important – if indirect – determinant of turnout and voting patterns in San Francisco.  Voter turnout 
history is also a proxy, and a quantitative metric, for overall civic engagement in a community, and 
nothing in San Francisco engages citizens as much as land use issues. 

Interestingly, however, zoning and land use are almost never studied as a voting variable, like race, age, 
or housing tenure (homeownership).1

These analyses do have real policy implications.  For instance, if you upzone a community, or allow infill 
to make it more dense, will that increase or decrease civic participation?  With some of the changing 
land uses and new developments in the southeast part of San Francisco, will the kind of neighborhood 
that is built affect engagement, which will in turn make it more or less easier to continue growth?  
Understanding the relationship between citizens and their environment is crucial to predicting how land 
use arguments may turn out. 

  It is difficult to merge voters with zoning data, and even the 
interpretation of these results could be broad and not altogether clear to the political community.   In 
this paper, I have managed to combine several large public data sources to link individual voters with 
their respective zoning designation, to examine if zoning affects voter turnout. 

A side goal of this project is to display an example of using so-called “Big Data” to learn more about 
citizens’ behaviors.  All of the data sources used here are publically available and quite inexpensive, not 
to mention that public data from the City and County of San Francisco is of higher quality than most 
public data.  Much of the current discussion in both political and public policy worlds is how to use 
quantitative data to make better decisions and inferences about constituents and residents.  Using and 
combining these large datasets is one way to achieve this. 

                                                            
1 Gentrification, however, is occasionally examined.  Knotts and Haspel found that gentrification depressed turnout 
in Atlanta, though they didn’t use zoning classifications (SOCIAL SCIENCE QUARTERLY, Volume 87, Number 1, 
March 2006, 2006 Southwestern Social Science Association).   
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Methodology 

Creating the zoning-to-voter database used here required combining five large databases: the San 
Francisco Master Voter File (MVF), the San Francisco Assessor’s Roll, San Francisco’s Block and Lot GIS 
databases, the US Census, and the San Francisco Zoning District GIS Database2

1. The main database used for this analysis is the MVF with a zoning district attached to as many 
voters as possible.  Each voter has an address, and each address is on a parcel of land, 
designated by block and lot number.  Each parcel is also assigned to a zoning district.  Zoning 
district was attached to each voter via their addresses.  Zoning data themselves came from two 
sources: SF Planning’s Zoning GIS database, and the SF Assessor’s Roll.  These were both used to 
assign zoning district to voters, via different methods.

.   Ultimately, I was able to 
attach around 83% of registered voters with the zoning district in which they live.  Below is the detailed 
methodology for creating the database from which the analyses were run.  Appendix 1 displays a 
concise diagram of this process. 

3

 
 

2. The Lot GIS file, which contained every parcel lot in the city, was spatially combined with the 
Zoning GIS database, which had zoning districts for the entire city.  Lot polygons fit neatly inside 
zoning polygons, so this was a straightforward and safe join, as zoning boundaries did not cut 
across lot boundaries.  98% of lots were assigned zoning designations (Figure 1).  The GIS Lot 
database had a range of addresses associated with each lot. 4

 

  Therefore, after the geographic 
joining, each range of addresses now had a zoning district attached to it as well.  Moreover, 
each lot is identified uniquely by a Blocklot ID number, so any address on a given lot has its lot’s 
Blocklot ID number attached to it. 

3. The range of addresses associated with each lot was disaggregated into individual addresses, 
from street and house number data provided with the Lot file.  For instance, if a lot was listed as 
1264-1270 Main St., this would cover the addresses 1264, 1266, 1268, and 1270 Main St., along 
with any associated unit numbers.  All of the residences within each lot, therefore, would be 
assigned the zoning designation and Blocklot ID from step 2.  This was actually the most time-
consuming part of the process. 

 

 

 

 

                                                            
2 Courtesy the SF Dept. of Elections, the SF Assessor’s Office, the US Census Bureau, and the SF Planning Dept., 
respectively. 
3 To be clear, to maintain privacy, no individual identifiers of voters were used in any way.  Names were stripped 
from the file.  
4 GIS data is usually thought of as a group of polygons, representing the shapes of geographies.  But each polygon 
has data attached to it, so a GIS file is actually itself a database with a series of files. 
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Figure 1: Examples of spatially assigning zoning data to lots.  Parcel lots (pink) take on the zoning district of the larger zoning 
district (black) 

 

 

4. Meanwhile, I created a master Assessor Roll database from the three separate files that make 
up Assessor’s Roll data.  These files contain much information on individual lots, also identified 
by their Blocklot ID (same as the GIS database).  Zoning district was one of the variables that I 
could attach to each Lot, so this allowed me to create a second database of zone-to-lot.  While 
the GIS merge gave me 98% of lots with zoning district, using the Assessor’s Roll yielded about 
85% of Lots with zoning districts.5

 
 

5. I was also able to collect homeowner data from the Assessor’s roll, since the Roll has a code for 
an “owner-occupied” building by lot.  Any address on one of these lots was tagged as 
“homeowner building”.  While it’s true that this can misclassify a renter living in one of these 
buildings, the very large majority of residents this captures correctly are house and condo 
owners.  Generally, this technique tends to undercount homeowners in San Francisco, since 
condos and unique address nomenclature can be hard to match up with other data sources. 
 

6. I merged the zone-lot dataset from the GIS file and the zone-lot-homeowner dataset from the 
Assessor’s roll, resulting in a file of zoning districts for nearly all lots in San Francisco, and 
whether or not any building on that lot was an owner-occupied unit.  The address list for each 
lot, from step 3, was also merged into this new file.  Thus, I had a new, consistent database of 
lot (Blocklot ID), zoning district, homeownership, and as many street addresses as I could break 
out.6

                                                            
5 These techniques did miss a couple of neighborhoods (i.e., Hunters Point, Parkmerced), some of which I was able 
to inspect and add back in graphically.  I manually tabulated the lots with the appropriate zoning designations.  
Treasure island/Yerba Buena was omitted from this analysis. 

   

6 I was able to disaggregate about 95% address data by lot from the GIS file. 
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7. Zoning districts were recoded for consistency, and then aggregated mainly according to San 

Francisco Planning classifications (more on this below).  If the zoning designation was a “dual 
zone”, the first one was taken for the aggregation.  For instance, ‘RH1/NC1’ was put into the 
RH1 category. 
 

8. The dataset created in step 6 was merged into the Voter File from 12-5-2012, using address as 
the common delimiter.  Of the 506,765 voters in the file, I was able to match 419,159 voters to 
their respective zoning (83%).   Without an analog to which to directly compare, this seemed like 
a good number for a statistical analysis.  Diagnostics are listed below. 
 

9. In a separate line of database merging, I added some US Census data and San Francisco 
Supervisorial district information to the Assessor blocks and lots.  I spatially joined the US 
Census block GIS file to the Assessor lot file, and each Assessor lot was assigned the Census 
block into which it fell.  I was able to capture data for nearly all of the populated lots.  I also, 
through another spatial join, assigned the Supervisorial district the Assessor’s lot.  This has a 
success rate of nearly 100%. 
 

10. With each lot now having a Census block attached to it, I was able to join any block-level Census 
data which I chose, to any Assessor lot.  I used standard database joins to connect downloaded 
Census data, by block, to Assessor lots.  They also had the Supervisorial district attached in case I 
wanted to roll in any data from the MVF.    
 

11. When completed, there were two master databases: 1) An enhanced MVF with zoning and 
homeownership data attached to individual voters via their address; and 2) A Lot database 
enhanced with Census data and some SF political data.  The first dataset was at the individual 
level, where the units are people.  The second dataset was geographical, where data were 
attached to geographies.  Given that the rows of each dataset are different units, I generally 
kept them separate unless otherwise indicated. 

Calculated zoning districts and diagnostics 

Table 1 shows all of the recoded zoning districts and the total number of voters who were assigned a 
zoning district.  More complete data are listed in Appendix 2, which displays all of the zoning 
designations that have been used in this analysis, from both the Assessor’s Roll and the Zoning GIS file.  
Appendix 2 also displays how the individual districts were recoded, a scheme which will be used for 
most of the analyses presented here.7

                                                            
7 These aren’t all the zones that exist in Planning Dept., at least in their city codes.  These are the ones that 
appeared after the Assessor’s Roll and Planning GIS merge.  Notice some of these don’t match the official Planning 
descriptions fully, indicating some informalization in how the districts are actually used in city data. 

  This recoding scheme was taken mostly from the Planning 
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Department’s map of San Francisco zoning.8

Although a large majority of voters were matched to their zoning designation, there were a couple 
systematic biases in the data.  Because of the address matching process, it was difficult to match 
addresses with certain words or characters in them, like “apt” or “#”.  For example, if there was a 
building at 50 Elm St. with 12 units, normally I could match “50 Elm St” and capture all of the units, as 
any apartment numbers are separate data fields.  However, in some cases, the actual address was “50 
Elm St Apt 4”.  This could not be matched with general geocoding algorithms and therefore these voters 
would be omitted from the zoning match.  Therefore, of the 88,000 or so unmatched voters, they are 
disproportionally renters.  In order to capture these addresses, one can submit them to an address-
matching service for standardization, for a price, and I wanted to concentrate on the data that were 
publically available. 

  Map 1, which I made, shows the recoded scheme used for 
this paper in order to get a better geographic sense of the voter analyses.  Enlarged views of this map 
are located in Appendix 3. 

Also, the total number of voters after matching became 507,205, because of double counting in the 
voter ID in the Master Voter File.  For the sake of fewer than 500 records (0.08%), I let this go, as 
removing the duplicates would introduce a larger error in the file.  This is a very small methodological 
flaw, but one that exists whenever using the voter file for more advanced research. 

Table 1 also shows the matched zoning categories by Supervisorial district.  This shows that for the most 
part, zones are where they are supposed to be.  SoMA and Mission Bay zones were all in District 6, 
Parkmerced was in District 7, and Chinatown was in District 3.  In the last row, I calculated the percent 
‘unmatched’ for each district.  D6 and D10 had the highest percentages, where D6 has many large rental 
building (including SROs), and many of the unmatched voters in D10 are from the large housing projects.  
Unsurprisingly, the most matches come from D4, D8, and D11 which have few large rental buildings. 

 

 

  

                                                            
8 The detailed map is located here: http://www.sf-
planning.org/ftp/files/publications_reports/SF_Citywide_Zoning_Map_October_2012.pdf (large pdf file) 

http://www.sf-planning.org/ftp/files/publications_reports/SF_Citywide_Zoning_Map_October_2012.pdf�
http://www.sf-planning.org/ftp/files/publications_reports/SF_Citywide_Zoning_Map_October_2012.pdf�
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Table 1: Count of zoning districts by Supervisorial district for all voters 

Zoning category 
Total 
voters 

% Cat- 
egory 

SUPV1 SUPV2 SUPV3 SUPV4 SUPV5 SUPV6 SUPV7 SUPV8 SUPV9 SUPV10 SUPV11 

NOT MATCHED 88046 17.4% 5222 11144 8236 2726 11501 10594 10314 6998 6399 10896 4015 

Chinatown Mixed-Use 1676 0.3%     1676                 

Commercial/Industrial 5496 1.1%   13 1686   216 3000 29   9 543   

Downtown Residential 2984 0.6%           2984           
Eastern Neighborhoods 
Mixed Use 

6622 1.3%           3447     1066 2109   

Mission Bay 2009 0.4%           2009           
Neighborhood 
Commercial, Cluster 

2846 0.6% 590 130 139 425 496   197 414 103 69 283 

Neighborhood 
Commercial, Individual 
Area 

9434 1.9% 706 1120 4239 1126 1199   91 953       

Neighborhood 
Commercial, Moderate-
Scale 

4668 0.9% 910 1342     491 157   169 674 336 589 

Neighborhood 
Commercial, Shopping 

531 0.1%   16 19   230   23   91 55 97 

Neighborhood 
Commercial, Small-Scale 

4112 0.8% 340 702   76 1360 1 188 94 581 240 530 

Neighborhood Commercial 
Transit 

9439 1.9%         1970 1663 306 1963 3245 247 45 

Parkmerced, Varied 3584 0.7%             3584         
Production, Distribution, 
Repair 

760 0.1%           3     212 545   

Public 405 0.1% 43 4 1   80 10 245   2 20   
Residential, House, One-
Family 

110771 21.8% 2021 4009 11 28920 424   11018 6338 12968 16103 28959 

Residential, House, One-
Family, Detached 

20488 4.0% 294 1461   1053 253   15172 116 865   1274 

Residential, House, Three-
Family 

38665 7.6% 1649 6738 3498 768 12853 10   9034 2809 1306   

Residential, House, Two-
Family 

91550 18.0% 21625 9324 299 6960 7538 21 5030 20030 10405 8161 2157 

Residential, Mixed, High 
Density 

6521 1.3%   287 2821   2552   621 240       

Residential, Mixed, Low 
Density 

33751 6.7% 9032 4987 2288 1263 7057   417 6017 1613 841 236 

Residential, Mixed, 
Medium Density 

12160 2.4% 308 3876 5210   2633       133     

Residential, Mixed, 
Moderate Density 

13542 2.7% 1215 4490 3585 202 2365   276 1229 1 179   

Residential, Transit-
Oriented 

13214 2.6%         2581     7047 3586     

Residential-Commercial 18994 3.7%   1032 6436   440 10994     90 1   

SoMA Mixed-Use 4937 1.0%           4937           

TOTALS 507205 100.0% 43955 50675 40144 43519 56239 39830 47511 60642 44852 41651 38185 

Percent not matched   17% 12% 22% 21% 6% 20% 27% 22% 12% 14% 26% 11% 
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Map 1: Aggregated zoning districts used in this analysis, with Supervisorial districts 
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Voter turnout and civic engagement 

As we see in cycle after cycle, some voters and collectively some neighborhoods vote more frequently 
than others, leading to countless studies on who votes and why.  The assumption has been that people 
who vote more are more “active” in civic affairs, and in turn are most vested in their community and 
their larger constituencies. 

Voter turnout cannot necessarily account for other forms of civic participation, like showing up at a 
town hall meeting, or going to City Hall.  But many times citizens are “activated” to attend a meeting, or 
specifically targeted. 9

Although this paper is concerned with quantitatively measuring voter turnout by zoning district, I do 
draw attention to civic engagement because of the importance of citizen participation in land use affairs 
in San Francisco.  Understanding turnout in a land use sense may, in the future, shed some light on why 
some public affairs issues receive more neighborhood support or criticism, based on the intrinsic 
properties of the neighborhood itself. 

 Or, certain citizens only become involved when there’s an issue directly in their 
back yard.  That’s true for voting too, but over time more engaged citizens vote more frequently 
irrespective of what is on the ballot that cycle.  And unlike other forms of civic participation, we can 
accurately measure voter turnout. 

In this paper, for the turnout statistics, I use the average of the last six elections at the time of writing.  
There are biases in using data from any election.  For example, if there’s a Supervisor race in a district its 
turnout may be increased, and in Presidential Primaries registered Democrats are more likely to vote.  
However, over the long run, these average out.  Using the last six elections includes: 11/12, 6/12, 11/11, 
11/10, 6/10, 11/09.  Moreover, this only goes back about three years and the short timeframe means 
the current voter file will capture most recent voters.   

In the following analyses, I also only use voters who have been registered since 10/15/2009, unless 
otherwise noted, so the voter will have had the opportunity to vote in the past six elections.  This yields 
338,262 potential voters for analysis; 283,636 of whom have a zoning district attached to it (84%).  Table 
2 becomes the updated version of Table 1, now containing the counts for voters used for this analysis, 
by zoning district and Supervisorial district, registered before 10/15/2009. 

  

                                                            
9 Obviously, some voters are too. 
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Table 2: Count of zoning districts by Supervisorial district for all voters registered before 10/15/2009 

 Zoning category 
Total 
voters 

% 
Category 

SUPV1 SUPV2 SUPV3 SUPV4 SUPV5 SUPV6 SUPV7 SUPV8 SUPV9 SUPV10 SUPV11 

 NOT MATCHED 54626 16.1% 3250 7129 5347 1836 7301 4778 7109 4461 3967 6594 2854 

Chinatown Mixed-Use 1174 0.3%     1174                 

Commercial/Industrial 2856 0.8%   6 1079   112 1397 6   4 252   

Downtown Residential 1806 0.5%           1806           

Eastern Neighborhoods 
Mixed Use 

4002 1.2%           2069     651 1282   

Mission Bay 986 0.3%           986           

Neighborhood 
Commercial, Cluster 

1703 0.5% 357 81 105 253 272   122 257 67 32 157 

Neighborhood 
Commercial, Individual 
Area 

5824 1.7% 448 726 2710 652 683   59 546       

Neighborhood 
Commercial, Moderate-
Scale 

2757 0.8% 520 786     287 83   104 405 169 403 

Neighborhood 
Commercial, Shopping 

354 0.1%   15 14   142   14   57 40 72 

Neighborhood 
Commercial, Small-Scale 

2555 0.8% 222 423   51 807   115 59 367 151 360 

Neighborhood 
Commercial Transit 

5540 1.6%         1204 773 187 1189 2010 148 29 

Parkmerced, Varied 1616 0.5%             1616         

Production, Distribution, 
Repair 

464 0.1%           2     139 323   

Public 169 0.0% 18 4 1   69 7 54   2 14   

Residential, House, One-
Family 

83312 24.6% 1619 3140 8 21941 320   8502 4974 9816 11607 21385 

Residential, House, One-
Family, Detached 

16393 4.8% 246 1162   805 197   12227 95 664   997 

Residential, House, 
Three-Family 

24909 7.4% 1032 4302 2347 506 7897 3   6104 1824 894   

Residential, House, Two-
Family 

63942 18.9% 15919 6289 205 4713 4882 10 3346 14310 7263 5517 1488 

Residential, Mixed, High 
Density 

4048 1.2%   172 1766   1627   296 187       

Residential, Mixed, Low 
Density 

21592 6.4% 6145 3141 1483 788 4139   256 3921 1019 529 171 

Residential, Mixed, 
Medium Density 

7365 2.2% 198 2308 3110   1648       101     

Residential, Mixed, 
Moderate Density 

8417 2.5% 804 2739 2368 129 1337   145 776 1 118   

Residential, Transit-
Oriented 

8471 2.5%         1574     4537 2360     

Residential-Commercial 10629 3.1%   617 3901   290 5768     52 1   

SoMA Mixed-Use 2752 0.8%           2752           

TOTALS 338262 
 

30778 33040 25618 31674 34788 20434 34054 41520 30769 27671 27916 
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Turnout Results 

Figure 2 shows the average turnout by aggregated zoning category.   Also shown is the results table of 
zoning category by Supervisorial district, in order to get a semblance of more contiguous neighborhoods 
that had more than 30 voters.   If the district had fewer than 30 voters, it was seen as not having a 
statistically valid sample (Table 3).  For example, RH-2 (residential, house, two-family) is common 
throughout the city, so breaking this out by districts allows us to constrain the geography a little bit 
better.   

As a comparison point, the average turnout for the past six elections, for all registered voters before 
10/15/2009, is 2.74. 

Figure 2: Average turnout for the past 6 elections by zoning district.  Chart also includes all voters and voters unassigned a 
zoning district. 

 

Looking at the overall results, it immediately becomes apparent that residents of residential zoning 
districts turn out for elections more frequently than other residents.  The top seven categories are 
residential districts, and nine of the top eleven.  The top turnout category is One-Family Detached 
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Housing, which is in fact the highest category by quite a bit.10

Table 3: Average turnout in the past 6 elections by zoning district by Supervisorial district, that contain more than 30 voters 

  Four out of the top five categories are 
‘residential, house’.   On the other end, the zoning districts with the poorest turnout are Neighborhood 
Commercial districts and some individual mixed-use neighborhoods, like Chinatown and SoMA.   

Zoning category 
Ave Last 
6 

SUPV1 SUPV2 SUPV3 SUPV4 SUPV5 SUPV6 SUPV7 SUPV8 SUPV9 SUPV10 SUPV11 

NOT MATCHED 2.56 2.50 2.74 2.71 2.63 2.32 2.28 3.20 2.99 2.30 1.90 2.49 

Chinatown Mixed-Use 2.26     2.26                 
Commercial/Industrial 2.70     2.87   3.06 2.57       2.63   
Downtown Residential 2.62           2.62           
Eastern Neighborhoods Mixed 
Use 

2.58           2.62     2.30 2.66   

Mission Bay 2.40           2.40           
Neighborhood Commercial, 
Cluster 

2.48 2.37 2.49 2.94 2.27 2.85   2.93 2.56 2.19 2.38 1.78 

Neighborhood Commercial, 
Individual Area 

2.38 2.28 2.25 2.29 2.44 2.38   3.10 2.91       

Neighborhood Commercial, 
Moderate-Scale 

2.31 2.18 2.35     2.49 2.18   2.85 2.43 2.13 2.13 

Neighborhood Commercial, 
Shopping 

2.24         2.61       1.81 2.45 1.83 

Neighborhood Commercial, 
Small-Scale 

2.21 2.13 2.04   2.25 2.17   2.94 2.24 2.17 2.39 2.27 

Neighborhood Commercial 
Transit 

2.41         2.79 2.14 2.73 2.38 2.27 2.33 3.28 

Parkmerced, Varied 2.45             2.45         
Production, Distribution, Repair 2.23                 2.22 2.25   
Public 2.70         3.51   2.11         
Residential, House, One-Family 2.79 3.17 3.35 3.63 2.86 3.40   3.21 3.47 2.88 2.30 2.52 

Residential, House, One-Family, 
Detached 

3.36 3.22 3.41   2.86 3.55   3.43 3.98 2.95   2.94 

Residential, House, Three-
Family 

2.79 2.51 2.74 2.94 2.58 2.68     3.12 2.34 2.86   

Residential, House, Two-Family 2.91 2.82 2.91 3.08 2.57 2.99   2.81 3.37 2.75 2.66 2.32 

Residential, Mixed, High Density 2.93   2.72 2.69   3.11   3.03 3.64       
Residential, Mixed, Low Density 2.69 2.59 2.71 2.70 2.62 2.51   3.23 3.17 2.34 2.13 2.26 
Residential, Mixed, Medium 
Density 

2.66 2.62 2.69 2.63   2.69       2.24     

Residential, Mixed, Moderate 
Density 

2.73 2.63 2.76 2.71 2.68 2.58   3.16 2.90   3.09   

Residential, Transit-Oriented 2.77         2.66     2.98 2.43     
Residential-Commercial 2.34   2.65 2.43   3.34 2.19     2.73     
SoMA Mixed-Use 2.22           2.22           

 

When we break down the zoning districts by Supervisorial district, to better approximate 
“neighborhood” throughout the city, we still see the strength of the turnout of residents in residential 
neighborhoods.  Figure 3 is a chart displaying the top 15 and bottom 15 turnout values, with nearly all 
Residential and House districts.  Meanwhile, the bottom 15 values are from nearly all neighborhood 
commercial districts. 

                                                            
10This category is mostly in Supervisorial District 7, which has the highest turnout district in San Francisco.  
However, this zoning district is the most common in D7 overall. 
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Figure 3: Top 15 and bottom 15 average turnout values for zoning districts broken out by Supervisorial districts 

 

Modeling the data 

It should be readily apparent from the above tables and charts that there is at least a correlation 
between zoning districts and turnout; however, it is difficult to ascribe true meaning to any correlation, 
no matter how strong.   In other words, just because we see a correlation, does the zoning district where 
people live have anything actually to do with how likely a person is to turnout?  There are so many 
demographic and psychographic variables that define neighborhoods and voters – is it more likely that 
people self-select themselves into neighborhoods (structurally controlled by zoning), and the aggregate 
characteristics of those people is what we’re really seeing here? 

When we look at general turnout stats, irrespective of zoning, there is definitely a correlation to 
homeownership and race – two individual-level variables that we can get from attaching other variables 
to the voter file (Table 4).11

                                                            
11 For race, I use a Bayesian name-attaching formula described here:  “Kevin Fiscella and Allen M Fremont, 

  In Figure 4, I look at median income for each zoning “neighborhood” and 
correlate it with its mean turnout.   Income strongly covaries with education, which is also seen as 
another important indicator of civic participation.   The correlation in Figure 4 is mildly positive, with an 

Use of Geocoding and Surname Analysis to Estimate Race and Ethnicity, Health Serv Res. 2006 August; 41(4 Pt 1): 
1482–1500.”  Homeownership comes from both attaching Assessor Roll data and the Census at the block level.   
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R2 of 0.13. 12

Table 4: General average turnout values for all voters registered before 2010, for housing tenure and race 

  If people with certain demographic characteristics are self-selecting themselves into 
neighborhoods (and by proxy zoning districts), then perhaps all the zoning statistics are simply showing 
this form of self-selection.   

Tenure Ave of Last 6 

Renter 2.45 

Homeowner 3.12 

    

Race Ave of Last 6 

API 2.61 

Black 2.23 

Latino 2.31 

Mixed-other 2.37 

White 2.98 
 

Figure 4: Correlation, at the Zoning-Supervisorial district level, of turnout with 2010 Census median household income 
(n=112) 

 

 

However, when we break out homeownership turnout differences by zoning district, the differences 
vary (the overall turnout difference was 0.66), indicating that something may be affecting the likelihood 
of renters or homeowners to turn out in any given election.  Table 5 shows the renter/homeowner 
average turnouts for each district, and we see that there is a considerable spread in the differences 
between the two values, by neighborhood. 

                                                            
12 Income is derived from ACS tract-level data, as the 2010 SF3 dataset isn’t yet available at the time of writing.  
These data are aggregated by Supe District-Zoning district 
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Table 5: Average turnout values of renter and homeowners, with the difference, for zoning districts 

Zoning district Renter Homeowner Difference 

Public 1.95 3.40 1.45 

Mission Bay 1.28 2.57 1.29 

Production, Distribution, Repair 1.70 2.70 1.00 

Eastern Neighborhoods Mixed Use 1.85 2.82 0.97 

Commercial/Industrial 2.19 3.10 0.90 

Residential, House, One-Family, Detached 2.73 3.57 0.84 

Residential, Mixed, High Density 2.65 3.47 0.82 

SoMA Mixed-Use 1.81 2.61 0.80 

Residential, House, Three-Family 2.48 3.25 0.77 

Residential, House, One-Family 2.29 3.03 0.74 

Residential, House, Two-Family 2.52 3.26 0.74 

Residential, Mixed, Low Density 2.46 3.12 0.66 

Neighborhood Commercial, Shopping 1.83 2.45 0.62 

Neighborhood Commercial, Small-Scale 2.05 2.62 0.57 

Neighborhood Commercial, Moderate-Scale 2.12 2.69 0.57 

Downtown Residential 2.13 2.68 0.55 

Chinatown Mixed-Use 2.17 2.70 0.53 

Residential, Transit-Oriented 2.59 3.11 0.53 

Residential-Commercial 2.18 2.68 0.51 

Neighborhood Commercial Transit 2.25 2.75 0.50 

Neighborhood Commercial, Cluster 2.36 2.84 0.48 

Residential, Mixed, Medium Density 2.50 2.97 0.47 

Neighborhood Commercial, Individual Area 2.28 2.75 0.47 

Residential, Mixed, Moderate Density 2.61 3.04 0.43 

Parkmerced, Varied 2.45 -- -- 

 

The differences between renters and homeowners, by zoning category, aren’t as consistent as some of 
the earlier results.  The differences are greatest in some of the eastern districts, and then in some of the 
residential districts.  The differences are smallest generally in the neighborhood commercial zones, 
where interestingly, overall turnout is lowest.  These data give some indication that there may be some 
zoning or neighborhood effects on turnout; otherwise, we would expect to these difference values 
clustering much more closely together. 

Through more advanced modeling, it may be possible to determine if there is at least a zoning effect on 
turnout.  Thus, despite the obvious self-selection occurring into neighborhoods and zones, we can try to 
see if the zoning district itself (and perhaps by proxy neighborhood) is impacting voters’ turnout.  
Modeling these data has a host of analytical pitfalls, including covariance among many of the 
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independent variables13, omitted variable bias14, inconsistent distributions of the independent 
variables15, and reverse causality16

I present the summaries of nine models below, with more detailed tables appearing in Appendix 4.

.  These issues make many multivariate models somewhat unreliable; 
however, the effort is worth undertaking, with the caveat that a lot more work needs to be done to 
hone any model.  To be clear, these models are just exploratory efforts to determine if there is at some 
indication of a zoning (or, neighborhood) effect on turnout. 

17

Table 6 shows the variables that I use in the first three OLS models, each of which becomes more 
complex.  The first model uses the independent variables: age, white (racial dummy), Asian (racial 
dummy) homeowner flag (dummy), precinct PVI score

  
For the first three models, I first choose several demographic variables from the voter file at the 
individual level, with five dummy variables representing aggregated zoning districts.  While later models 
create dummy variables for each zoning district, I at first just wanted to test for the effect of a few of the 
larger zoning districts, like Neighborhood Commercial, Residential (house), Residential (mixed), Mixed-
use, and Commercial/PDR.    

18

 

.  The second model adds dummy variables for 
Supervisorial districts 7 and 8, which are the two highest-turnout districts in San Francisco.  Finally, for 
the third model, I interacted the white and homeowner dummies with each of the zoning districts, to 
see if I could control more strongly for ‘being white’ and homeownership.  These are all two-way 
interactions, and I interacted homeownership-white as well.  I omitted income and education – 
otherwise obvious modeling choices – because I didn’t have this for individual voters, or any small-scale 
reliable geographic aggregate.  At the time of writing, the 2010 Census SF3 data – where these could be 
found – aren’t available.  I attempt to model income in later models below. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                            
13 Income and education strongly covary, for instance 
14 When dealing with complex social systems, it is impossible to capture all of the variables that define or impact 
behavior in a meaningful way 
15 Age among voters in San Francisco, for example, is not normally distributed 
16 This gets back to the primary research question: do voters self-select into neighborhoods and create their overall 
voting patterns, or does a ‘place’ impact the people who live there 
17 Many thanks to Jesse Hughes-Anttila of USF’s Dept. of Economics for assistance with the models. 
18 The only variable which is an aggregated geographic variable 
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Table 6: Variables used in Models 1-3 and the model R2 values 

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 
Dependent variable: Last six elections turnout 
Independent variables: 
Age Age Age Res, Mixed-Homeown 

interact 
PVI PVI PVI N’hood-mixed-Homeown 

interact 
Homeowner Homeowner Homeowner Comm/PDR-Homeown 

interact 
White White White NC-White interact 
Asian/PI Asian/PI Asian/PI Res, House- White interact 
Neighborhood Commercial Neighborhood 

Commercial 
Neighborhood 
Commercial 

Res, Mixed- White interact 

Residential, House Residential, House Residential, House N’hood-mixed- White 
interact 

Residential, Mixed Residential, Mixed Residential, Mixed Comm/PDR- White interact 
Neighborhood mixed-use Neighborhood mixed-

use 
Neighborhood mixed-
use 

SF Supe 7 

Commercial/PDR Commercial/PDR Commercial/PDR SF Supe 8 
 SF Supe 7 NC-Homeown interact  
 SF Supe 8 Res, House-Homeown 

interact 
 

Model Adjusted R2:    0.144 0.151 0.152  
 

The coefficient tables for Models 1, 2, and 3 are shown in Table 7, 8, and 9 respectively.  In the first 
model, we see that homeownership, Asian, and white are positive and statistically significant (white very 
much so), while age and PVI seem to affect turnout little.  It is also apparent that there is still a positive 
turnout affect for both House and Mixed Residential zones, and a negative effect for Neighborhood 
Commercial, Neighborhood Mixed-Use, and Commercial/PDR, albeit the negative effects are smaller 
than the positive ones.  This means that even controlling for race and homeownership, there is still 
some evidence for turnout differences by zone.  It should be noted, however, that the overall R2 for the 
models isn’t that high (shown in Table 6). 
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Table 7: Coefficients for Model 1 

 

Adding dummies for D7 and D8 in Model 2 do not change the overall results much, though it’s clear that 
D7 and D8 have their own strong turnout culture, which is interrelated with demographics and their 
neighborhoods.  The two aggregated residential districts remain positively correlated with turnout, but 
the other zones become less negative.  The importance of race and homeownership change little.   But 
it’s in model 3, where race and homeownership are interacted with the zoning aggregations, where we 
can start to make stronger inferences.  The coefficient for the Residential House zone is reduced almost 
to zero, showing that when controlling for homeownership and race, this zone may have little impact on 
turnout.  Yet, the Residential Mixed zone remains positively correlated, if slightly less so.  This gives 
some evidence that living in a Residential Mixed zone has an effect on turnout that is irrespective of 
homeownership status or race.  Concurrently, the other three zones remain more strongly negatively 
correlated to turnout, hinting that living in one of these zones reduces turnout – or at least has lower 
turnout for reasons other than race or homeownership status. 

Table 8: Coefficients for Model 2 

 

Coefficientsa

-.156 .028 -5.596 .000
.038 .000 .317 165.541 .000
.485 .008 .114 57.604 .000
.001 .000 .012 5.936 .000
.727 .012 .170 61.429 .000
.165 .013 .035 12.511 .000
.232 .016 .052 14.902 .000
.174 .018 .029 9.818 .000

-.165 .028 -.013 -5.983 .000
-.055 .039 -.003 -1.407 .159
-.048 .021 -.006 -2.274 .023

(Constant)
age
HO_flag
PVI_2012
is_white
is_api
Res_house_dummy
Res_mixed_dummy
Nhood_mixeduse_dummy
Comm_pdr_dummy
Nhood_comm_dummy

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coeffic ients

Beta

Standardized
Coeffic ients

t Sig.

Dependent  Variable: Last_6a. 

Coefficientsa

-.161 .028 -5.661 .000
.038 .000 .316 165.640 .000
.476 .008 .112 56.753 .000
.001 .000 .005 2.148 .032
.667 .012 .156 56.186 .000
.165 .013 .035 12.527 .000
.219 .016 .049 14.080 .000
.215 .018 .036 12.103 .000

-.062 .028 -.005 -2.245 .025
.043 .039 .002 1.106 .269

-.009 .021 -.001 -.424 .671
.314 .015 .043 21.592 .000
.475 .012 .076 38.121 .000

(Constant)
age
HO_flag
PVI_2012
is_white
is_api
Res_house_dummy
Res_mixed_dummy
Nhood_mixeduse_dummy
Comm_pdr_dummy
Nhood_comm_dummy
Supe_7
Supe_8

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardized
Coefficients

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: Last_6a. 
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Table 9: Coefficients for Model 3 

 

The results of Models 4-9 are presented a little differently.  In Models 4-6, I created dummy variables for 
each of the 25 aggregated zones, and regressed them on turnout, along with other independent 
variables of race, homeownership, and age.   I omitted PVI since politics seemed to be irrelevant to this 
model (which is in itself a finding).  Model 5 is similar to Model 4, but I interacted homeownership with 
each of the zone dummies.  Model 6 interacts both ‘white’ and homeownership with the zone 
dummies.19  Models 7-9 recreate the same models as Models 4-6, respectively, but I add a variable for 
average median income for each of the 25 zoning districts.20

Figure 5 shows a chart of the coefficients of the zone dummies, for Models 4-9.  In effect, this shows 
potential residual zoning effects on turnout after controlling for housing tenure, income, and race.  
Detailed tables for these models are in Appendix 3.  The chart is ordered by Model 4, with just the 
zoning districts and no interactions; this is the ‘base’ model.   At a basic level, the more positive the 

  I keep Models 4-6 and 7-9 separate 
because median income is an aggregated variable from the Census and is dissimilar to the other data, 
which is individual-level.  However, income is an important variable when considering civic engagement, 
so I thought it best to at least try to run some models with it.  Obviously, income data do not exist 
publically at the individual level for each voter (though it can be purchased). 

                                                            
19 All two-way interactions 
20 This excludes Parkmerced, and RH-One Family 

Coefficientsa

.028 .036 .768 .442

.038 .000 .315 164.351 .000

.291 .031 .069 9.497 .000

.000 .000 .004 1.726 .084

.474 .031 .111 15.538 .000

.175 .013 .037 13.196 .000

.025 .029 .006 .867 .386

.194 .034 .032 5.741 .000
-.284 .050 -.022 -5.659 .000
-.175 .074 -.009 -2.356 .018
-.034 .038 -.004 -.888 .375
.297 .015 .041 20.325 .000
.464 .012 .074 37.155 .000
.045 .045 .003 .993 .321
.154 .030 .036 5.056 .000
.001 .036 .000 .027 .978

.446 .056 .027 7.976 .000

.469 .079 .018 5.945 .000

.207 .031 .047 6.723 .000

.027 .037 .004 .739 .460

-.069 .056 -.004 -1.228 .220

-.070 .079 -.003 -.887 .375

-.015 .043 -.001 -.357 .721

.106 .017 .022 6.305 .000

(Constant)
age
HO_flag
PVI_2012
is_white
is_api
Res_house_dummy
Res_mixed_dummy
Nhood_mixeduse_dummy
Comm_pdr_dummy
Nhood_comm_dummy
Supe_7
Supe_8
HO_NC_Interact
Res_house_HO_Interact
Res_mixed_HO_Interact
Nhood_mixeduse_HO_
Interact
Comm_pdr_HO_Interact
Res_house_white_
Interact
Res_mixed_white_Interact
Nhood_mixeduse_white_
Interact
Comm_pdr_white_Interact
Nhood_Comm_white_
Interact
HO_white_interact

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardized
Coefficients

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: Last_6a. 
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coefficient, the more positively this zoning district correlates with turnout.  The important takeaway 
from this chart is how the coefficients change – more positive or more negative – as there is more 
“control” for other demographics. 

Generally, in Models 4-9, the highest coefficients – meaning the strongest correlation with turnout – 
occur in the residential districts, much like what we saw in Models 1-3.  Without any interaction, RH, 
One Family Detached had the highest coefficient, followed by Residential Transit and other RH and RM 
zones.  The strongest inverse correlations occurred in PDR, Mixed-Use, and NC zones, much like in the 
earlier models.  However, when these zoning districts are controlled for homeownership, race, and 
income, some important changes do occur. 

The One Family Detached zone loses its positive correlation, and some of the more dense and transit 
districts have stronger positive correlations.  This is a key finding.  Both Residential Transit and NC 
Transit emerge as zones that may have an impact on turnout, once controlled for other variables.  At the 
lower end, the same zoning districts are still inversely correlated with turnout, though the inverse 
correlations in the NC zones aren’t as strong.  Mission Bay appears to suffer the most when controlling 
for other demographics. 

Even though income is of a different data type, adding it to models 7-9 doesn’t seem to change the 
model that much, other than the scale of the coefficients.  Most of the districts’ coefficients become 
more positive when adding income, which makes sense, because it mutes the natural income affects of 
the wealthiest districts, thus making the other districts appear stronger in a relative sense. 
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Figure 5: Plot of the coefficient values for the 25 aggregated zoning districts for Models 4-9.  The data are ordered by Model 4, where there are no interactions or income data in 
the model.  Model details are in Appendix 4. 
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Interpreting the data – thoughts on the results 

Voters who live in different kinds of zones and neighborhoods lead sometimes different lives; some live 
in more isolated neighborhoods and drive to work, while others walk to Muni or BART though busier 
commercial districts.  Voters receive different inputs and stimuli from the city around them, which 
makes them more or less likely to be civically engaged.    Despite some of the analytical problems of 
modeling, most of the work here shows the strong correlation between certain zoning districts and voter 
turnout.  Voters in residential districts, especially those that are less dense, tend to turn out more 
frequently than those who live in more commercial districts.  The question remains, however, is this 
because of the people who inherently self-select to districts, or can a neighborhood impart a ‘sense of 
place’ onto voters, making them more or less willing to get engaged? 

Because the analytical pitfalls mentioned here, there isn’t strong evidence that neighborhoods may have 
intrinsic turnout characteristics, even after controlling for important demographic factors like 
homeownership, race, and income.  But, it’s clear that these demographics aren’t enough to explain the 
differences in turnout, either.  All of the modeling shows consistent patterns with which zoning districts 
have higher and lower turnout, even after all of the demographic controls.  For instance, white 
homeowners, the strongest in the turnout category, have different turnout values by neighborhood.  
Something has to account for that. 

Moreover, when controlling for the various demographics, we do see change in the turnout values in the 
neighborhoods.  Residential neighborhoods turnout a little less, and transit districts turnout a little 
more.  The highest renter turnout values are in mixed and transit zones, showing that we can’t just think 
about one set of inputs – that different people have different inputs for civic engagement altogether.  
There’s no ‘one size fits all’ in how to activate a neighborhood for voting or to come to a community 
meeting.  It depends on both who they are and where they live. 

This research is meant to be an exploratory look into an important but overlooked variable when 
discussing San Francisco public affairs.  If nothing else, this also shows the power of so-called ‘Big Data’ 
projects with municipal data.  For nearly no financial cost to acquire the data, I was able to merge 
several large databases to create a new way of looking at voters, and create useful databases of 
hundreds of variables and hundreds of thousands of residents.  These techniques can be used for many 
kinds of public data, and easily fit into current GIS models.   
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Appendix 1: Flowchart of methodology 

 

 

  

Lot GIS file (206,858 
original entries, 
expanded to 254,062 
entries to get full 
range of residence 
addresses) 

 

Zoning GIS 
file (9,881 
entries) 

San Francisco 
Supervisorial 
Districts GIS file 
(11 entries) 

 

US Census Tract 
and Block GIS 
shapefiles 

 

US Census block-level 
data (7386 entries) 
and tract-level  (197 
entries) housing, race, 
and income data 

Database join Spatial join 

SF Assessor’s Roll  
database (186,728 
original lot entries) 
Already combined 
from three original 
files 

 

New database This 
contains lots, zoning 
designations, and any 
addresses associated with 
the lots  

 

New database 2 This 
contains lots, Supe districts, 
Assessor and Census 
blocks, and Census data 
associated with them 

 

SF Voter File 
(506,765 
registered 
voters) 

 

Enhanced Voter File Voter file 
with all of the above data 
appended, including 
homeowner, zoning, census data 

 

Spatial join 

Spatial join 

Database join 

Database join Database join 
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Appendix 2: Zoning designations in this analysis, plus the recoding schemes.  The first table shows the 
main zoning designations and the second table shows all of the combinations that the various zoning 
files had listed, and how they were recoded. 

Zoning District Description Analytical Recode 

C-2 Community Business Districts Commercial/Industrial 

C-3-G Downtown General Commercial District Commercial/Industrial 

C-3-O Downtown Office District Commercial/Industrial 

C-3-O(SD) Downtown Office Special Development District Commercial/Industrial 

C-3-R Downtown Retail District Commercial/Industrial 

C-3-S Downtown Support District Commercial/Industrial 

CCB Chinatown Community Business District Chinatown Mixed-Use 

C-M Heavy Commercial Districts Commercial/Industrial 

CRNC 
Chinatown Residential/Neighborhood Commercial 
District Chinatown Mixed-Use 

CTNVR 
 

Neighborhood Commercial, Shopping 

CVR Chinatown Visitor Retail District Chinatown Mixed-Use 

FILLMR Upper Fillmore St NCT Neighborhood Commercial, Shopping 

HAYES Hayes-Gough NCT Neighborhood Commerical Transit 

HP-RA Hunters Point Individual Area Residential, Mixed, Low Density 

M-1 Light Industrial Districts Commercial/Industrial 

M-2 Heavy Industrial Districts Commercial/Industrial 

MB-O Mission Bay Office District Mission Bay 

MB-RA Mission Bay Residential District Mission Bay 

MUG Mixed Use  - General Eastern Neighborhoods Mixed Use 

MUO Mixed Use  - Office Eastern Neighborhoods Mixed Use 

MUR Mixed Use  - Residential Eastern Neighborhoods Mixed Use 

NBEACH Noth Beach NCT Neighborhood Commercial, Shopping 

NC-1 Neighborhood Commercial Cluster District Neighborhood Commercial, Cluster 

NC-2 Small-Scale Neighborhood Commercial District Neighborhood Commercial, Small-Scale 

NC-3 
Moderate-Scale Neighborhood Commercial 
District Neighborhood Commercial, Moderate-Scale 

NCD 
Neighborhood Commercial, Individual Area 
(varies)) Neighborhood Commercial, Individual Area 

NC-S 
Neighborhood Commercial Shopping Center 
District Neighborhood Commercial, Shopping 

NCT Neighborhood Commerical Transit (varies) Neighborhood Commerical Transit 

NCT-1 Neighborhood Commercial Transit Cluster District Neighborhood Commerical Transit 

NCT-2 
Small-Scale Neighborhood Commercial Transit 
District Neighborhood Commerical Transit 

NCT-3 
Moderate Scale Neighborhood Commercial 
Transit District Neighborhood Commerical Transit 

P Public Use District Public 
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PDR-1-B 
Production Distribution and Repair  - Light 
Industrial Buffer Production, Distribution, Repair 

PDR-1-D Production Distribution and Repair  - Design Production, Distribution, Repair 

PDR-1-G Production Distribution and Repair - General Production, Distribution, Repair 

PDR-2 
Core Production Distribution and Repair  - 
Bayview Production, Distribution, Repair 

PM Parkmerced (varied) Parkmerced, Varied 

POLK Polk St NCD Neighborhood Commercial, Shopping 

RC-3 Residential-Commercial Districts, Medium Density Residential-Commercial 

RC-4 Residential-Commercial Districts, High Density Residential-Commercial 

RED Residential Enclave Districts SoMA Mixed-Use 

RH-1 Residential, House Districts, One-Family Residential, House, One-Family 

RH-1(D) 
Residential, House Districts, One-Family 
(Detached Dwellings) Residential, House, One-Family, Detatched 

RH-1(S) 
Residential, House Districts, One-Family with 
Minor Second Unit Residential, House, One-Family 

RH-2 Residential, House Districts, Two-Family Residential, House, Two-Family 

RH-3 Residential, House Districts, Three-Family Residential, House, Three-Family 

RH-DTR Rincon Hill Downtown Residential Downtown Residential 

RM-1 Residential, Mixed Districts, Low Density Residential, Mixed, Low Density 

RM-2 Residential, Mixed Districts, Moderate Density Residential, Mixed, Moderate Density 

RM-3 Residential, Mixed Districts, Medium Density Residential, Mixed, Medium Density 

RM-4 Residential, Mixed Districts, High Density Residential, Mixed, High Density 

RSD Residential Service District SoMA Mixed-Use 

RTO 
Residential, Transit-Oriented Neighborhood 
Districts Residential, Transit-Oriented 

RTO-M 
Residential, Transit-Oriented – Mission 
Neighborhood Districts Residential, Transit-Oriented 

SB-DTR South Beach Downtown Residential Downtown Residential 

SLI Service/Light Industrial District SoMA Mixed-Use 

SLR Service/Light Industrial/Residential District SoMA Mixed-Use 

SPD South Park District SoMA Mixed-Use 

SSO Service/Secondary Office District SoMA Mixed-Use 

TB-DTR Transbay Downtown Residential District Downtown Residential 

UMU Urban Mixed Use Eastern Neighborhoods Mixed Use 

UPMKT Upper Market St NCD Neighborhood Commercial, Shopping 
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Combinations 
listed Analytical Recode 

Combinations 
listed Analytical Recode 

NC2/M1 
Neighborhood Commercial, Small-
Scale RH3/RM1 Residential, House, Three-Family 

P/M2 Public RH3/RM2 Residential, House, Three-Family 
P/MB Public RH3/RM3 Residential, House, Three-Family 

P/NCS Public RHD/NC2 
Residential, House, One-Family, 
Detatched 

P/RH1 Public RHD/RH1 
Residential, House, One-Family, 
Detatched 

P/RH1D Public RHD/RH2 
Residential, House, One-Family, 
Detatched 

P/RH2 Public RM1/CM Residential, Mixed, Low Density 
P/RH3 Public RM1/NC3 Residential, Mixed, Low Density 
P/RM1 Public RM1/RM2 Residential, Mixed, Low Density 
RC4/NC3 Residential-Commercial RM1/RM4 Residential, Mixed, Low Density 
RH1/CM Residential, House, One-Family RM1/SAC Residential, Mixed, Low Density 

RH1/M1 Residential, House, One-Family RM2/M1 
Residential, Mixed, Moderate 
Density 

RH1/NC1 Residential, House, One-Family RM2/NBC 
Residential, Mixed, Moderate 
Density 

RH1/NC2 Residential, House, One-Family RM2/NC1 
Residential, Mixed, Moderate 
Density 

RH1/NC3 Residential, House, One-Family RM2/NC2 
Residential, Mixed, Moderate 
Density 

RH1/RH2 Residential, House, One-Family RM2/RC2 
Residential, Mixed, Moderate 
Density 

RH1/RM1 Residential, House, One-Family RM3/NC1 Residential, Mixed, Medium Density 
RH2/NC1 Residential, House, Two-Family RM3/NC2 Residential, Mixed, Medium Density 
RH2/NC2 Residential, House, Two-Family RM3/NC3 Residential, Mixed, Medium Density 
RH2/NC3 Residential, House, Two-Family RM3/NCS Residential, Mixed, Medium Density 
RH2/RH3 Residential, House, Two-Family RM3/RM4 Residential, Mixed, Medium Density 
RH2/RM1 Residential, House, Two-Family RM4/C2 Residential, Mixed, High Density 
RH2/RM2 Residential, House, Two-Family RM4/CRN Residential, Mixed, High Density 
RH3/C2 Residential, House, Three-Family RM4/NC3 Residential, Mixed, High Density 
RH3/HAY Residential, House, Three-Family RM4/RC4 Residential, Mixed, High Density 
RH3/NC2 Residential, House, Three-Family SLR/RED SoMA Mixed-Use 
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Appendix 3: Enlarged zoning maps of the zoning districts used in this analysis 
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Appendix 4: Detailed model tables from Models 1-9 

Model 1 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

Model Summary

.380a .144 .144 1.959
Model
1

R R Square
Adjusted
R Square

Std. Error of
the Estimate

Predictors: (Constant), Nhood_comm_dummy, is_
white, Comm_pdr_dummy, Nhood_mixeduse_
dummy, age, Res_mixed_dummy, PVI_2012, HO_
flag, is_api, Res_house_dummy

a. 

ANOVAb

157999.28 10 15799.928 4117.261 .000a

936070.16 243928 3.837
1094069.4 243938

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), Nhood_comm_dummy, is_white, Comm_pdr_dummy,
Nhood_mixeduse_dummy, age, Res_mixed_dummy, PVI_2012, HO_flag, is_api,
Res_house_dummy

a. 

Dependent Variable: Last_6b. 

Coefficientsa

-.156 .028 -5.596 .000
.038 .000 .317 165.541 .000
.485 .008 .114 57.604 .000
.001 .000 .012 5.936 .000
.727 .012 .170 61.429 .000
.165 .013 .035 12.511 .000
.232 .016 .052 14.902 .000
.174 .018 .029 9.818 .000

-.165 .028 -.013 -5.983 .000
-.055 .039 -.003 -1.407 .159
-.048 .021 -.006 -2.274 .023

(Constant)
age
HO_flag
PVI_2012
is_white
is_api
Res_house_dummy
Res_mixed_dummy
Nhood_mixeduse_dummy
Comm_pdr_dummy
Nhood_comm_dummy

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coeffic ients

Beta

Standardized
Coeffic ients

t Sig.

Dependent  Variable: Last_6a. 
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Model 2 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

Model Summary

.388a .151 .151 1.952
Model
1

R R Square
Adjusted
R Square

Std. Error of
the Estimate

Predictors: (Constant), Supe_8, Nhood_comm_
dummy, age, Comm_pdr_dummy, Nhood_mixeduse_
dummy, Res_mixed_dummy, is_api, Supe_7, HO_
flag, PVI_2012, is_white, Res_house_dummy

a. 

ANOVAb

164954.06 12 13746.171 3608.861 .000a

929115.38 243926 3.809
1094069.4 243938

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), Supe_8, Nhood_comm_dummy, age, Comm_pdr_
dummy, Nhood_mixeduse_dummy, Res_mixed_dummy, is_api, Supe_7, HO_
flag, PVI_2012, is_white, Res_house_dummy

a. 

Dependent Variable: Last_6b. 

Coefficientsa

-.161 .028 -5.661 .000
.038 .000 .316 165.640 .000
.476 .008 .112 56.753 .000
.001 .000 .005 2.148 .032
.667 .012 .156 56.186 .000
.165 .013 .035 12.527 .000
.219 .016 .049 14.080 .000
.215 .018 .036 12.103 .000

-.062 .028 -.005 -2.245 .025
.043 .039 .002 1.106 .269

-.009 .021 -.001 -.424 .671
.314 .015 .043 21.592 .000
.475 .012 .076 38.121 .000

(Constant)
age
HO_flag
PVI_2012
is_white
is_api
Res_house_dummy
Res_mixed_dummy
Nhood_mixeduse_dummy
Comm_pdr_dummy
Nhood_comm_dummy
Supe_7
Supe_8

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardized
Coefficients

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: Last_6a. 
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Model 3 

 
 

 
 

 

Model Summary

.390a .152 .152 1.950
Model
1

R R Square
Adjusted
R Square

Std. Error of
the Estimate

Predictors: (Constant), HO_white_interact, Comm_
pdr_dummy, Nhood_Comm_white_Interact, Nhood_
mixeduse_dummy, Res_mixed_white_Interact, Supe_
8, age, Supe_7, HO_NC_Interact, PVI_2012, Res_
mixed_HO_Interact, is_api, Res_house_HO_Interact,
Nhood_mixeduse_white_Interact, Comm_pdr_HO_
Interact, Comm_pdr_white_Interact, Res_house_
white_Interact, Nhood_mixeduse_HO_Interact,
Nhood_comm_dummy, Res_mixed_dummy, Res_
house_dummy, is_white, HO_flag

a. 

ANOVAb

166171.45 23 7224.846 1899.183 .000a

927897.99 243915 3.804
1094069.4 243938

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Predic tors:  (Constant),  HO_white_interact, Comm_pdr_dummy, Nhood_Comm_
white_Interact,  Nhood_mixeduse_dummy, Res_mixed_white_Interact, Supe_8,
age, Supe_7, HO_NC_Interact,  PVI_2012, Res_mixed_HO_Interact,  is_api, Res_
house_HO_Interact, Nhood_mixeduse_white_Interact, Comm_pdr_HO_Interact,
Comm_pdr_white_Interact,  Res_house_white_Interact, Nhood_mixeduse_HO_
Interact, Nhood_comm_dummy, Res_mixed_dummy, Res_house_dummy, is_
white, HO_flag

a. 

Dependent  Variable: Last_6b. 

Coefficientsa

.028 .036 .768 .442

.038 .000 .315 164.351 .000

.291 .031 .069 9.497 .000

.000 .000 .004 1.726 .084

.474 .031 .111 15.538 .000

.175 .013 .037 13.196 .000

.025 .029 .006 .867 .386

.194 .034 .032 5.741 .000
-.284 .050 -.022 -5.659 .000
-.175 .074 -.009 -2.356 .018
-.034 .038 -.004 -.888 .375
.297 .015 .041 20.325 .000
.464 .012 .074 37.155 .000
.045 .045 .003 .993 .321
.154 .030 .036 5.056 .000
.001 .036 .000 .027 .978

.446 .056 .027 7.976 .000

.469 .079 .018 5.945 .000

.207 .031 .047 6.723 .000

.027 .037 .004 .739 .460

-.069 .056 -.004 -1.228 .220

-.070 .079 -.003 -.887 .375

-.015 .043 -.001 -.357 .721

.106 .017 .022 6.305 .000

(Constant)
age
HO_flag
PVI_2012
is_white
is_api
Res_house_dummy
Res_mixed_dummy
Nhood_mixeduse_dummy
Comm_pdr_dummy
Nhood_comm_dummy
Supe_7
Supe_8
HO_NC_Interact
Res_house_HO_Interact
Res_mixed_HO_Interact
Nhood_mixeduse_HO_
Interact
Comm_pdr_HO_Interact
Res_house_white_
Interact
Res_mixed_white_Interact
Nhood_mixeduse_white_
Interact
Comm_pdr_white_Interact
Nhood_Comm_white_
Interact
HO_white_interact

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardized
Coefficients

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: Last_6a. 
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Model 4 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Model Summary

.382a .146 .146 1.961
Model
1

R R Square
Adjusted
R Square

Std. Error of
the Estimate

Predictors:  (Constant), SoMA_Mixed, Public,  NC_
Shopping, PDR, Mission_Bay, CT_Mixed, Parkmerced,
NC_Cluster, DT_Res, NC_SmallScale, NC_Mod,
Comm_Ind, RM_High, Eastern_Mixed, NC_Transit,
NC_Individual, RM_Med, RM_Mod, Res_Transit, Res_
Comm, age, is_white, RH_OneFam_Detached, RM_
Low, RH_ThreeFam, HO_flag, RH_TwoFam, is_api,
RH_OneFam

a. 

ANOVAb

191474.35 29 6602.564 1716.269 .000a

1117801.2 290561 3.847
1309275.6 290590

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), SoMA_Mixed, Public, NC_Shopping, PDR, Mission_Bay,
CT_Mixed, Parkmerced, NC_Cluster, DT_Res, NC_SmallScale, NC_Mod,
Comm_Ind, RM_High, Eastern_Mixed, NC_Transit, NC_Individual, RM_Med, RM_
Mod, Res_Transit, Res_Comm, age, is_white, RH_OneFam_Detached, RM_Low,
RH_ThreeFam, HO_flag, RH_TwoFam, is_api, RH_OneFam

a. 

Dependent Variable: Last_6b. 

Coefficientsa

.110 .017 6.641 .000

.039 .000 .322 184.111 .000

.478 .009 .112 56.173 .000

.698 .011 .163 64.605 .000

.191 .012 .040 16.131 .000
-.573 .060 -.017 -9.576 .000
-.226 .041 -.010 -5.511 .000
-.286 .051 -.010 -5.571 .000
-.272 .035 -.014 -7.683 .000
-.214 .068 -.005 -3.131 .002
-.125 .053 -.004 -2.376 .017
-.257 .029 -.016 -8.814 .000
-.327 .042 -.014 -7.740 .000
-.352 .112 -.005 -3.133 .002
-.309 .043 -.013 -7.219 .000
-.170 .030 -.010 -5.636 .000
-.136 .057 -.004 -2.391 .017
-.421 .096 -.008 -4.372 .000
-.525 .160 -.006 -3.282 .001
-.428 .023 -.035 -18.765 .000
-.069 .013 -.014 -5.306 .000
.225 .020 .023 11.306 .000
.042 .017 .005 2.543 .011
.074 .013 .014 5.601 .000

-.050 .035 -.003 -1.418 .156
-.021 .017 -.002 -1.188 .235
-.073 .026 -.005 -2.772 .006
.019 .025 .001 .744 .457
.157 .025 .012 6.319 .000

-.377 .042 -.016 -8.952 .000

(Constant)
age
HO_flag
is_white
is_api
CT_Mixed
Comm_Ind
DT_Res
Eastern_Mixed
Mission_Bay
NC_Cluster
NC_Individual
NC_Mod
NC_Shopping
NC_SmallScale
NC_Transit
Parkmerced
PDR
Public
Res_Comm
RH_OneFam
RH_OneFam_Detached
RH_ThreeFam
RH_TwoFam
RM_High
RM_Low
RM_Med
RM_Mod
Res_Trans it
SoMA_Mixed

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardized
Coefficients

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: Last_6a. 
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Model 5 

 
 

 
 
 

Model Summary

.383a .147 .147 1.961
Model
1

R R Square
Adjusted
R Square

Std. Error of
the Estimate

Predictors: (Constant), SOMAMixed_HO_Interact, Public_
HO_Interact, CTMixed_HO_Interact, NCShopping_HO_
Interact, NCCluster_HO_Interact, PDR, NCSmallScale_
HO_Interact, MissionBay_HO_Interact, NCMod_HO_
Interact, NCIndivid_HO_Interact, RMHigh_HO_Interact,
Parkmerced, CommInd_HO_Interact, DTRes_HO_
Interact, NCTransit_HO_Interact, RMMod_HO_Interact,
RMMed_HO_Interact, ResTransit_HO_Interact,
EastMixed_HO_Interact, ResComm_HO_Interact, is_
white, RHDetached_HO_Interact, RHThreeFam_HO_
Interact, age, RM_Low, RHTwoFam_HO_Interact,
RHOneFam_HO_Interact, CT_Mixed, NC_Individual,
NC_Cluster, NC_SmallScale, RM_Mod, Res_Comm,
NC_Transit, RM_Med, RM_High, NC_Mod, Res_Transit,
RH_ThreeFam, SoMA_Mixed, Public, is_api, Comm_Ind,
RH_TwoFam, NC_Shopping, RMLow_HO_Interact, RH_
OneFam, RH_OneFam_Detached, Eastern_Mixed,
Mission_Bay, DT_Res, HO_flag

a. 

ANOVAb

192130.73 52 3694.822 960.919 .000a

1117144.9 290538 3.845
1309275.6 290590

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), SOMAMixed_HO_Interact, Public_HO_Interact, CTMixed_
HO_Interact, NCShopping_HO_Interact, NCCluster_HO_Interact, PDR,
NCSmallScale_HO_Interact, MissionBay_HO_Interact, NCMod_HO_Interact,
NCIndivid_HO_Interact, RMHigh_HO_Interact, Parkmerced, CommInd_HO_
Interact, DTRes_HO_Interact, NCTransit_HO_Interact, RMMod_HO_Interact,
RMMed_HO_Interact, ResTransit_HO_Interact, EastMixed_HO_Interact,
ResComm_HO_Interact, is_white, RHDetached_HO_Interact, RHThreeFam_
HO_Interact, age, RM_Low, RHTwoFam_HO_Interact, RHOneFam_HO_Interact,
CT_Mixed, NC_Individual, NC_Cluster, NC_SmallScale, RM_Mod, Res_Comm,
NC_Transit, RM_Med, RM_High, NC_Mod, Res_Trans it, RH_ThreeFam, SoMA_
Mixed, Public, is_api, Comm_Ind, RH_TwoFam, NC_Shopping, RMLow_HO_
Interact, RH_OneFam, RH_OneFam_Detached, Eastern_Mixed, Mission_Bay,
DT_Res, HO_flag

a. 

Dependent Variable: Last_6b. 
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Coefficientsa

.108 .017 6.497 .000

.039 .000 .323 184.085 .000

.461 .027 .108 16.883 .000

.702 .011 .164 64.094 .000

.189 .012 .040 15.927 .000
-.530 .065 -.015 -8.171 .000
-.397 .061 -.017 -6.538 .000
-.433 .152 -.015 -2.837 .005
-.516 .069 -.026 -7.522 .000
-.511 .192 -.013 -2.666 .008
-.118 .061 -.004 -1.944 .052
-.229 .032 -.014 -7.094 .000
-.336 .052 -.014 -6.512 .000
-.306 .193 -.005 -1.584 .113
-.293 .050 -.012 -5.877 .000
-.138 .036 -.008 -3.820 .000
-.137 .057 -.004 -2.402 .016
-.413 .097 -.007 -4.253 .000

-1.216 .230 -.013 -5.295 .000
-.348 .027 -.028 -13.008 .000
-.086 .016 -.018 -5.410 .000
.163 .034 .016 4.767 .000
.031 .020 .004 1.571 .116
.059 .015 .011 3.858 .000

-.007 .042 .000 -.157 .875
.052 .029 .006 1.778 .075

-.005 .031 .000 -.173 .863
.065 .029 .005 2.260 .024
.215 .030 .016 7.228 .000

-.521 .059 -.022 -8.811 .000
-.253 .166 -.003 -1.517 .129
.321 .085 .010 3.790 .000
.180 .163 .006 1.103 .270
.340 .083 .015 4.103 .000
.356 .206 .008 1.725 .084

-.014 .122 .000 -.111 .912
-.123 .074 -.003 -1.670 .095
.042 .091 .001 .459 .646

-.052 .239 -.001 -.217 .829

-.046 .098 -.001 -.470 .639

-.086 .067 -.003 -1.281 .200
1.354 .321 .010 4.223 .000
-.237 .052 -.011 -4.532 .000
.043 .031 .008 1.361 .173
.100 .047 .009 2.141 .032
.041 .039 .003 1.067 .286
.042 .032 .006 1.324 .186

-.113 .076 -.003 -1.484 .138
-.100 .032 -.010 -3.120 .002
-.192 .059 -.008 -3.256 .001
-.152 .058 -.006 -2.607 .009
-.156 .056 -.007 -2.803 .005
.297 .086 .009 3.454 .001

(Constant)
age
HO_flag
is_white
is_api
CT_Mixed
Comm_Ind
DT_Res
Eastern_Mixed
Mission_Bay
NC_Cluster
NC_Individual
NC_Mod
NC_Shopping
NC_SmallScale
NC_Transit
Parkmerced
PDR
Public
Res_Comm
RH_OneFam
RH_OneFam_Detached
RH_ThreeFam
RH_TwoFam
RM_High
RM_Low
RM_Med
RM_Mod
Res_Trans it
SoMA_Mixed
CTMixed_HO_Interact
CommInd_HO_Interact
DTRes_HO_Interact
EastMixed_HO_Interact
MissionBay_HO_Interact
NCCluster_HO_Interact
NCIndivid_HO_Interact
NCMod_HO_Interact
NCShopping_HO_Interact
NCSmallScale_HO_
Interact
NCTransit_HO_Interact
Public_HO_Interact
ResComm_HO_Interact
RHOneFam_HO_Interact
RHDetached_HO_Interact
RHThreeFam_HO_Interact
RHTwoFam_HO_Interact
RMHigh_HO_Interact
RMLow_HO_Interact
RMMed_HO_Interact
RMMod_HO_Interact
ResTransit_HO_Interact
SOMAMixed_HO_Interact

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardized
Coefficients

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: Last_6a. 
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Model 6 

 
 

 
 

Model Summary

.384a .148 .148 1.960
Model
1

R R Square
Adjusted
R Square

Std. Error of
the Estimate

Predic tors:  (Constant), RMLow_white_interact, Public_
HO_Interact, CTMixed_white_Interact, NCShopping_HO_
Interact, NCCluster_HO_Interact, PDR, Miss ionBay_
white_Interact,  NCSmallScale_HO_Interact,
Parkmerced_white_Interact , NCMod_HO_Interact,
NCIndivid_HO_Interact,  DTRes_white_Interact, RMHigh_
HO_Interact, SOMAMixed_HO_Interact,  CommInd_
white_Interact,  NCTrans it_HO_Interact, RMMod_HO_
Interact, EastMixed_white_Interact, RMMed_HO_Interact,
ResTransit_HO_Interact, ResComm_HO_Interact,
RHDetached_white_Interact, RHThreeFam_HO_Interact,
age, CTMixed_HO_Interact , RwhiteneFam_white_
Interact, RHTwoFam_HO_Interact, NCIndivid_white_
Interact, NCCluster_white_Interact, is_api, NCMod_
white_Interact,  NCSmallScale_white_Interact,
NCTransit_white_Interact, ResComm_white_Interact ,
RMMod_white_Interact , RMMed_white_Interact,  CT_
Mixed,  Public_white_Interact, ResTrans it_white_Interact,
RMHigh_white_Interact , RHOneFam_HO_Interact,
CommInd_HO_Interact,  SOMAMixed_white_Interact ,
RHThreeFam_white_Interact, RHTwoFam_white_
Interact, EastMixed_HO_Interact, MissionBay_HO_
Interact, RHDetached_HO_Interact, DTRes_HO_Interact,
Parkmerced, NC_SmallScale, NC_Shopping, NC_Mod,
NC_Cluster, NC_Transit, RM_Low, NC_Individual, Res_
Comm, Comm_Ind,  RH_OneFam, SoMA_Mixed, RM_
Med, Res_Transit, RM_High, RH_TwoFam, RM_Mod,
Public , RH_ThreeFam, RH_OneFam_Detached,
Eastern_Mixed, is_white, Mission_Bay,  DT_Res, HO_
flag

a. 

ANOVAb

193535.67 74 2615.347 680.983 .000a

1115739.9 290516 3.841
1309275.6 290590

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Predic tors:  (Constant),  RMLow_white_interact, Public_HO_Interact, CTMixed_
white_Interact,  NCShopping_HO_Interact, NCCluster_HO_Interact, PDR,
MissionBay_white_Interact , NCSmallScale_HO_Interact , Parkmerced_white_
Interact, NCMod_HO_Interact, NCIndivid_HO_Interact, DTRes_white_Interact ,
RMHigh_HO_Interact, SOMAMixed_HO_Interact, CommInd_white_Interact,
NCTransit_HO_Interact , RMMod_HO_Interact, EastMixed_white_Interact, RMMed
HO_Interact, ResTrans it_HO_Interact, ResComm_HO_Interact, RHDetached_
white_Interact,  RHThreeFam_HO_Interact, age,  CTMixed_HO_Interact,
RwhiteneFam_white_Interact, RHTwoFam_HO_Interact,  NCIndivid_white_
Interact, NCCluster_white_Interact,  is_api, NCMod_white_Interact,
NCSmallScale_white_Interact, NCTrans it_white_Interact , ResComm_white_
Interact, RMMod_white_Interact, RMMed_white_Interact , CT_Mixed,  Public_white
Interac t, ResTransit_white_Interact,  RMHigh_white_Interact,  RHOneFam_HO_
Interact, CommInd_HO_Interact, SOMAMixed_white_Interact, RHThreeFam_
white_Interact,  RHTwoFam_white_Interact, EastMixed_HO_Interact,  MissionBay_
HO_Interact, RHDetached_HO_Interact , DTRes_HO_Interact, Parkmerced, NC_
SmallScale, NC_Shopping,  NC_Mod, NC_Cluster, NC_Transit, RM_Low, NC_
Individual, Res_Comm, Comm_Ind,  RH_OneFam, SoMA_Mixed, RM_Med, Res_
Transit , RM_High, RH_TwoFam, RM_Mod, Public, RH_ThreeFam, RH_OneFam_
Detached, Eastern_Mixed,  is_white, Mission_Bay, DT_Res,  HO_flag

a. 

Dependent  Variable: Last_6b. 
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Coefficientsa

.165 .019 8.665 .000

.038 .000 .321 182.800 .000

.464 .027 .108 16.987 .000

.615 .020 .143 31.512 .000

.200 .012 .042 16.740 .000
-.548 .068 -.016 -8.107 .000
-.306 .077 -.013 -3.980 .000
-.291 .174 -.010 -1.669 .095
-.347 .084 -.018 -4.127 .000
-.510 .206 -.013 -2.473 .013
-.095 .092 -.003 -1.037 .300
-.259 .051 -.016 -5.061 .000
-.346 .073 -.014 -4.777 .000
-.331 .193 -.005 -1.711 .087
-.210 .072 -.009 -2.906 .004
.049 .053 .003 .932 .351

-.177 .093 -.005 -1.904 .057
-.404 .097 -.007 -4.157 .000

-1.084 .345 -.012 -3.146 .002
-.229 .040 -.019 -5.679 .000
-.188 .020 -.038 -9.449 .000
.032 .042 .003 .776 .438
.095 .034 .012 2.807 .005

-.089 .022 -.016 -4.078 .000
-.105 .069 -.005 -1.529 .126
-.004 .031 .000 -.113 .910
.144 .050 .010 2.866 .004
.111 .051 .008 2.156 .031
.230 .048 .017 4.824 .000

-.443 .081 -.019 -5.467 .000
-.242 .166 -.003 -1.454 .146
.306 .085 .010 3.614 .000
.152 .164 .005 .928 .353
.302 .083 .013 3.633 .000
.348 .206 .008 1.684 .092

-.031 .123 -.001 -.250 .803
-.129 .074 -.004 -1.744 .081
.027 .092 .001 .292 .770

-.040 .238 -.001 -.170 .865

-.059 .098 -.001 -.603 .546

-.131 .067 -.004 -1.947 .051
1.290 .331 .010 3.901 .000
-.270 .052 -.013 -5.147 .000
.046 .031 .008 1.456 .145
.100 .047 .009 2.130 .033
.040 .039 .003 1.026 .305
.052 .032 .007 1.611 .107

-.115 .076 -.003 -1.511 .131
-.221 .059 -.009 -3.743 .000
-.165 .058 -.006 -2.826 .005
-.162 .056 -.007 -2.908 .004
.297 .086 .009 3.448 .001

-.385 .216 -.003 -1.779 .075
-.160 .082 -.005 -1.947 .052
-.161 .109 -.005 -1.472 .141
-.231 .071 -.009 -3.244 .001
-.011 .136 .000 -.082 .934
-.027 .108 -.001 -.249 .803
.056 .061 .003 .931 .352
.022 .086 .001 .254 .800

-.132 .087 -.004 -1.523 .128

-.289 .061 -.013 -4.704 .000

.071 .118 .002 .605 .545

-.150 .341 -.001 -.438 .661
-.169 .047 -.011 -3.618 .000

.213 .024 .029 8.991 .000

.215 .039 .017 5.507 .000

-.058 .037 -.006 -1.538 .124

.234 .025 .036 9.299 .000

.156 .077 .007 2.030 .042
-.192 .056 -.011 -3.416 .001
-.036 .056 -.002 -.640 .522
-.003 .053 .000 -.055 .956
-.114 .087 -.004 -1.303 .193
-.006 .036 -.001 -.154 .877

(Constant)
age
HO_flag
is_white
is_api
CT_Mixed
Comm_Ind
DT_Res
Eastern_Mixed
Mission_Bay
NC_Cluster
NC_Individual
NC_Mod
NC_Shopping
NC_SmallScale
NC_Transit
Parkmerced
PDR
Public
Res_Comm
RH_OneFam
RH_OneFam_Detached
RH_ThreeFam
RH_TwoFam
RM_High
RM_Low
RM_Med
RM_Mod
Res_Trans it
SoMA_Mixed
CTMixed_HO_Interact
CommInd_HO_Interact
DTRes_HO_Interact
EastMixed_HO_Interact
MissionBay_HO_Interact
NCCluster_HO_Interact
NCIndivid_HO_Interact
NCMod_HO_Interact
NCShopping_HO_Interact
NCSmallScale_HO_
Interact
NCTransit_HO_Interact
Public_HO_Interact
ResComm_HO_Interact
RHOneFam_HO_Interact
RHDetached_HO_Interact
RHThreeFam_HO_Interact
RHTwoFam_HO_Interact
RMHigh_HO_Interact
RMMed_HO_Interact
RMMod_HO_Interact
ResTransit_HO_Interact
SOMAMixed_HO_Interact
CTMixed_white_Interact
CommInd_white_Interact
DTRes_white_Interact
EastMixed_white_Interact
MissionBay_white_Interact
NCCluster_white_Interact
NCIndivid_white_Interact
NCMod_white_Interact
NCSmallScale_white_
Interact
NCTransit_white_Interact
Parkmerced_white_
Interact
Public_white_Interact
ResComm_white_Interact
RwhiteneFam_white_
Interact
RHDetached_white_
Interact
RHThreeFam_white_
Interact
RHTwoFam_white_
Interact
RMHigh_white_Interact
RMMed_white_Interact
RMMod_white_Interact
ResTransit_white_Interact
SOMAMixed_white_Interact
RMLow_white_interact

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardized
Coefficients

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: Last_6a. 
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Model 7 

 
 

 
 

Model Summary

.387a .150 .150 1.952
Model
1

R R Square
Adjusted
R Square

Std. Error of
the Estimate

Predictors: (Constant), SoMA_Mixed, Public, HO_flag,
PDR, NC_Shopping, Comm_Ind, NC_Mod, RM_High,
Mission_Bay, NC_Cluster, CT_Mixed, NC_SmallScale,
DT_Res, Eastern_Mixed, NC_Transit, RM_Med, Res_
Transit, RM_Mod, NC_Individual, Res_Comm, is_
white, RH_OneFam_Detached, age, RM_Low, RH_
ThreeFam, RH_TwoFam, Est_Med_HH_Inc, is_api

a. 

ANOVAb

162889.81 28 5817.493 1526.337 .000a

924552.28 242575 3.811
1087442.1 242603

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), SoMA_Mixed, Public, HO_flag, PDR, NC_Shopping,
Comm_Ind, NC_Mod, RM_High, Miss ion_Bay, NC_Cluster, CT_Mixed, NC_
SmallScale, DT_Res, Eastern_Mixed, NC_Transit, RM_Med, Res_Trans it, RM_
Mod, NC_Individual, Res_Comm, is_white, RH_OneFam_Detached, age, RM_
Low, RH_ThreeFam, RH_TwoFam, Est_Med_HH_Inc, is_api

a. 

Dependent Variable: Last_6b. 
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Model 8 

 
 
 
 

Coefficientsa

-.573 .026 -22.015 .000
.038 .000 .316 164.392 .000
.479 .009 .113 55.885 .000
.610 .012 .143 49.723 .000
.136 .013 .029 10.441 .000

8.68E-006 .000 .088 33.715 .000
.037 .061 .001 .608 .543

-.037 .040 -.002 -.913 .361
-.454 .051 -.017 -8.943 .000
-.242 .034 -.013 -7.064 .000
-.411 .068 -.011 -6.055 .000
-.101 .052 -.004 -1.943 .052
-.113 .029 -.008 -3.919 .000
-.228 .042 -.010 -5.458 .000
-.290 .114 -.005 -2.534 .011
-.209 .042 -.009 -4.921 .000
.077 .030 .005 2.558 .011

-.463 .096 -.009 -4.838 .000
-.390 .159 -.005 -2.449 .014
-.008 .025 -.001 -.342 .732
-.024 .021 -.003 -1.150 .250
.039 .016 .005 2.482 .013
.089 .011 .018 7.863 .000
.235 .037 .013 6.441 .000
.049 .017 .006 2.950 .003
.048 .026 .004 1.850 .064
.075 .025 .006 3.035 .002
.355 .025 .029 14.383 .000

-.403 .041 -.018 -9.711 .000

(Constant)
age
HO_flag
is_white
is_api
Est_Med_HH_Inc
CT_Mixed
Comm_Ind
DT_Res
Eastern_Mixed
Mission_Bay
NC_Cluster
NC_Individual
NC_Mod
NC_Shopping
NC_SmallScale
NC_Transit
PDR
Public
Res_Comm
RH_OneFam_Detached
RH_ThreeFam
RH_TwoFam
RM_High
RM_Low
RM_Med
RM_Mod
Res_Trans it
SoMA_Mixed

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardized
Coefficients

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: Last_6a. 

Model Summary

.388a .150 .150 1.952
Model
1

R R Square
Adjusted
R Square

Std. Error of
the Estimate

Predictors: (Constant), SOMAMixed_HO_Interact,
Public_HO_Interact, CTMixed_HO_Interact,
NCShopping_HO_Interact, NCCluster_HO_Interact,
PDR, NCSmallScale_HO_Interact, MissionBay_HO_
Interact, NCMod_HO_Interact, NCIndivid_HO_Interact,
RMHigh_HO_Interact, CommInd_HO_Interact, DTRes_
HO_Interact, NCTransit_HO_Interact, RMMod_HO_
Interact, RMMed_HO_Interact, ResTransit_HO_Interact,
EastMixed_HO_Interact, ResComm_HO_Interact, is_
white, RHDetached_HO_Interact, RHThreeFam_HO_
Interact, age, RM_Low, RHTwoFam_HO_Interact, CT_
Mixed, RHOneFam_HO_Interact, NC_Individual, NC_
Cluster, NC_SmallScale, RM_Mod, Est_Med_HH_Inc,
RM_Med, NC_Trans it, NC_Mod, Res_Transit, RM_
High, Res_Comm, RH_ThreeFam, Public, SoMA_
Mixed, is_api, Comm_Ind, RMLow_HO_Interact, NC_
Shopping, RH_TwoFam, Eastern_Mixed, RH_
OneFam_Detached, Mission_Bay, DT_Res, HO_flag

a. 

ANOVAb

163483.91 51 3205.567 841.506 .000a

923958.18 242552 3.809
1087442.1 242603

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Predic tors:  (Constant),  SOMAMixed_HO_Interact, Public_HO_Interact, CTMixed_
HO_Interact, NCShopping_HO_Interact , NCCluster_HO_Interact , PDR,
NCSmallScale_HO_Interact, MissionBay_HO_Interact, NCMod_HO_Interact ,
NCIndivid_HO_Interact,  RMHigh_HO_Interact, CommInd_HO_Interact, DTRes_
HO_Interact, NCTransit_HO_Interact, RMMod_HO_Interact,  RMMed_HO_Interact
ResTransit_HO_Interact, EastMixed_HO_Interact, ResComm_HO_Interact, is_
white, RHDetached_HO_Interact, RHThreeFam_HO_Interact, age, RM_Low,
RHTwoFam_HO_Interact, CT_Mixed, RHOneFam_HO_Interact, NC_Individual,
NC_Cluster, NC_SmallScale, RM_Mod, Est_Med_HH_Inc, RM_Med, NC_Transit,
NC_Mod, Res_Transit,  RM_High, Res_Comm, RH_ThreeFam, Public, SoMA_
Mixed,  is_api, Comm_Ind, RMLow_HO_Interact , NC_Shopping, RH_TwoFam,
Eastern_Mixed, RH_OneFam_Detached, Mission_Bay, DT_Res, HO_flag

a. 

Dependent  Variable: Last_6b. 
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Coefficientsa

-.585 .027 -21.317 .000
.038 .000 .316 164.368 .000
.426 .030 .101 14.170 .000
.616 .012 .144 49.324 .000
.134 .013 .029 10.263 .000

8.63E-006 .000 .088 33.447 .000
.090 .067 .003 1.347 .178

-.164 .061 -.008 -2.681 .007
-.583 .152 -.022 -3.831 .000
-.472 .069 -.026 -6.844 .000
-.696 .191 -.019 -3.640 .000
-.089 .061 -.003 -1.461 .144
-.088 .033 -.006 -2.627 .009
-.231 .052 -.011 -4.434 .000
-.306 .205 -.005 -1.493 .135
-.195 .050 -.009 -3.862 .000
.115 .037 .007 3.072 .002

-.423 .097 -.008 -4.342 .000
-1.209 .229 -.014 -5.285 .000

.081 .030 .007 2.693 .007
-.064 .036 -.007 -1.765 .078
.042 .022 .006 1.925 .054
.086 .018 .017 4.771 .000
.274 .046 .015 5.915 .000
.146 .031 .018 4.661 .000
.108 .033 .008 3.327 .001
.126 .030 .010 4.132 .000
.422 .031 .034 13.473 .000

-.537 .060 -.025 -9.005 .000
-.213 .166 -.003 -1.282 .200
.300 .085 .011 3.518 .000
.211 .163 .008 1.296 .195
.373 .083 .018 4.466 .000
.394 .206 .010 1.913 .056
.051 .122 .001 .417 .677

-.017 .075 -.001 -.225 .822
.097 .091 .003 1.060 .289
.095 .248 .001 .383 .702

.043 .098 .001 .439 .661

-.032 .068 -.001 -.467 .640
1.661 .319 .014 5.202 .000
-.198 .054 -.010 -3.701 .000
.072 .034 .014 2.129 .033
.126 .048 .012 2.596 .009
.072 .040 .006 1.786 .074
.082 .034 .013 2.376 .018

-.026 .078 -.001 -.329 .742
-.099 .032 -.010 -3.090 .002
-.099 .060 -.004 -1.648 .099
-.088 .059 -.004 -1.478 .140
-.115 .057 -.005 -2.018 .044
.339 .087 .011 3.908 .000

(Constant)
age
HO_flag
is_white
is_api
Est_Med_HH_Inc
CT_Mixed
Comm_Ind
DT_Res
Eastern_Mixed
Mission_Bay
NC_Cluster
NC_Individual
NC_Mod
NC_Shopping
NC_SmallScale
NC_Transit
PDR
Public
Res_Comm
RH_OneFam_Detached
RH_ThreeFam
RH_TwoFam
RM_High
RM_Low
RM_Med
RM_Mod
Res_Trans it
SoMA_Mixed
CTMixed_HO_Interact
CommInd_HO_Interact
DTRes_HO_Interact
EastMixed_HO_Interact
MissionBay_HO_Interact
NCCluster_HO_Interact
NCIndivid_HO_Interact
NCMod_HO_Interact
NCShopping_HO_Interact
NCSmallScale_HO_
Interact
NCTransit_HO_Interact
Public_HO_Interact
ResComm_HO_Interact
RHOneFam_HO_Interact
RHDetached_HO_Interact
RHThreeFam_HO_Interact
RHTwoFam_HO_Interact
RMHigh_HO_Interact
RMLow_HO_Interact
RMMed_HO_Interact
RMMod_HO_Interact
ResTransit_HO_Interact
SOMAMixed_HO_Interact

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardized
Coefficients

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: Last_6a. 
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Model Summary

.389a .151 .151 1.951
Model
1

R R Square
Adjusted
R Square

Std. Error of
the Estimate

Predictors: (Constant), RMLow_white_interact, Public_
HO_Interact, CTMixed_white_Interact, NCShopping_HO_
Interact, NCCluster_HO_Interact, PDR, MissionBay_
white_Interact, NCSmallScale_HO_Interact, NCMod_
HO_Interact, NCIndivid_HO_Interact, DTRes_white_
Interact, RMHigh_HO_Interact, SOMAMixed_HO_Interact,
CommInd_white_Interact, NCTransit_HO_Interact,
RMMod_HO_Interact, EastMixed_white_Interact,
RMMed_HO_Interact, ResTransit_HO_Interact,
ResComm_HO_Interact, RHDetached_white_Interact,
RHThreeFam_HO_Interact, age, CTMixed_HO_Interact,
RwhiteneFam_white_Interact, RHTwoFam_HO_Interact,
NCIndivid_white_Interact, NCCluster_white_Interact,
NCMod_white_Interact, NCSmallScale_white_Interact,
NCTransit_white_Interact, ResComm_white_Interact,
RMMod_white_Interact, RMMed_white_Interact, CT_
Mixed, Public_white_Interact, ResTransit_white_Interact,
is_api, CommInd_HO_Interact, RMHigh_white_Interact,
RHOneFam_HO_Interact, Est_Med_HH_Inc,
SOMAMixed_white_Interact, RHThreeFam_white_
Interact, EastMixed_HO_Interact, Miss ionBay_HO_
Interact, RHDetached_HO_Interact, RHTwoFam_white_
Interact, DTRes_HO_Interact, NC_SmallScale, NC_Mod,
NC_Cluster, NC_Transit, NC_Individual, NC_Shopping,
RM_Low, Comm_Ind, Res_Comm, SoMA_Mixed, RM_
Med, Res_Transit, RM_High, RM_Mod, Public, RH_
TwoFam, RH_ThreeFam, Eastern_Mixed, RH_OneFam_
Detached, Miss ion_Bay, DT_Res, HO_flag, is_white

a. 

ANOVAb

164443.91 72 2283.943 600.139 .000a

922998.18 242531 3.806
1087442.1 242603

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Predic tors:  (Constant),  RMLow_white_interact, Public_HO_Interact, CTMixed_
white_Interact,  NCShopping_HO_Interact, NCCluster_HO_Interact, PDR,
MissionBay_white_Interact , NCSmallScale_HO_Interact , NCMod_HO_Interact,
NCIndivid_HO_Interact,  DTRes_white_Interact, RMHigh_HO_Interact ,
SOMAMixed_HO_Interact,  CommInd_white_Interact, NCTransit_HO_Interact ,
RMMod_HO_Interact, EastMixed_white_Interact, RMMed_HO_Interact,
ResTransit_HO_Interact, ResComm_HO_Interact, RHDetached_white_Interact,
RHThreeFam_HO_Interact,  age, CTMixed_HO_Interact,  RwhiteneFam_white_
Interact, RHTwoFam_HO_Interact, NCIndivid_white_Interact,  NCCluster_white_
Interact, NCMod_white_Interact , NCSmallScale_white_Interact, NCTrans it_white_
Interact, ResComm_white_Interact,  RMMod_white_Interact,  RMMed_white_
Interact, CT_Mixed, Public_white_Interact, ResTransit_white_Interact, is_api,
CommInd_HO_Interact , RMHigh_white_Interact , RHOneFam_HO_Interact, Est_
Med_HH_Inc, SOMAMixed_white_Interact, RHThreeFam_white_Interact ,
EastMixed_HO_Interact, MissionBay_HO_Interact, RHDetached_HO_Interact,
RHTwoFam_white_Interact , DTRes_HO_Interact, NC_SmallScale, NC_Mod, NC_
Cluster, NC_Transit, NC_Individual,  NC_Shopping, RM_Low, Comm_Ind,  Res_
Comm, SoMA_Mixed, RM_Med, Res_Trans it, RM_High, RM_Mod, Public, RH_
TwoFam, RH_ThreeFam, Eastern_Mixed, RH_OneFam_Detached, Miss ion_Bay,
DT_Res, HO_flag, is_white

a. 

Dependent  Variable: Last_6b. 
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Coefficientsa

-.585 .028 -21.220 .000
.038 .000 .315 163.183 .000
.427 .030 .101 14.210 .000
.620 .154 .145 4.032 .000
.142 .013 .030 10.755 .000

8.35E-006 .000 .085 32.157 .000
.135 .069 .004 1.954 .051

-.052 .077 -.002 -.680 .497
-.385 .174 -.014 -2.218 .027
-.224 .084 -.012 -2.673 .008
-.626 .206 -.017 -3.048 .002
.005 .091 .000 .049 .961

-.021 .051 -.001 -.407 .684
-.176 .072 -.008 -2.438 .015
-.279 .212 -.005 -1.315 .188
-.056 .072 -.003 -.777 .437
.346 .053 .023 6.584 .000

-.392 .144 -.008 -2.729 .006
-1.035 .343 -.012 -3.016 .003

.280 .042 .025 6.722 .000
-.089 .043 -.010 -2.080 .037
.172 .034 .023 5.044 .000
.037 .022 .007 1.680 .093
.228 .072 .012 3.175 .001
.172 .032 .022 5.437 .000
.365 .050 .028 7.268 .000
.249 .051 .020 4.860 .000
.494 .048 .040 10.354 .000

-.410 .081 -.019 -5.065 .000
-.202 .166 -.003 -1.215 .224
.293 .085 .010 3.438 .001
.189 .163 .007 1.156 .248
.337 .084 .016 4.030 .000
.389 .206 .010 1.892 .059
.037 .123 .001 .301 .764

-.025 .075 -.001 -.340 .734
.087 .092 .002 .945 .345
.093 .249 .001 .373 .709

.032 .098 .001 .326 .744

-.070 .068 -.003 -1.033 .302
1.604 .330 .014 4.867 .000
-.232 .054 -.012 -4.309 .000
.075 .034 .014 2.206 .027
.127 .048 .012 2.620 .009
.072 .040 .006 1.789 .074
.090 .034 .014 2.630 .009

-.027 .078 -.001 -.346 .729
-.132 .060 -.006 -2.197 .028
-.100 .060 -.004 -1.676 .094
-.118 .057 -.006 -2.076 .038
.339 .087 .011 3.913 .000

-.452 .264 -.004 -1.713 .087
-.155 .173 -.005 -.893 .372
-.210 .187 -.007 -1.122 .262
-.318 .168 -.014 -1.891 .059
-.064 .204 -.001 -.315 .753
-.100 .187 -.003 -.537 .592
-.062 .164 -.003 -.379 .705
-.046 .175 -.002 -.263 .793

-.184 .175 -.006 -1.050 .294

-.332 .164 -.017 -2.019 .043
-.188 .373 -.002 -.504 .614
-.275 .160 -.019 -1.724 .085

.068 .155 .010 .441 .660

.100 .158 .009 .635 .525

-.127 .157 -.015 -.809 .418

.117 .155 .019 .757 .449

.094 .172 .004 .547 .584
-.321 .163 -.020 -1.974 .048
-.123 .163 -.008 -.755 .450
-.068 .162 -.005 -.418 .676
-.152 .176 -.006 -.863 .388
-.097 .157 -.010 -.620 .535

(Constant)
age
HO_flag
is_white
is_api
Est_Med_HH_Inc
CT_Mixed
Comm_Ind
DT_Res
Eastern_Mixed
Mission_Bay
NC_Cluster
NC_Individual
NC_Mod
NC_Shopping
NC_SmallScale
NC_Transit
PDR
Public
Res_Comm
RH_OneFam_Detached
RH_ThreeFam
RH_TwoFam
RM_High
RM_Low
RM_Med
RM_Mod
Res_Trans it
SoMA_Mixed
CTMixed_HO_Interact
CommInd_HO_Interact
DTRes_HO_Interact
EastMixed_HO_Interact
MissionBay_HO_Interact
NCCluster_HO_Interact
NCIndivid_HO_Interact
NCMod_HO_Interact
NCShopping_HO_Interact
NCSmallScale_HO_
Interact
NCTransit_HO_Interact
Public_HO_Interact
ResComm_HO_Interact
RHOneFam_HO_Interact
RHDetached_HO_Interact
RHThreeFam_HO_Interact
RHTwoFam_HO_Interact
RMHigh_HO_Interact
RMMed_HO_Interact
RMMod_HO_Interact
ResTransit_HO_Interact
SOMAMixed_HO_Interact
CTMixed_white_Interact
CommInd_white_Interact
DTRes_white_Interact
EastMixed_white_Interact
MissionBay_white_Interact
NCCluster_white_Interact
NCIndivid_white_Interact
NCMod_white_Interact
NCSmallScale_white_
Interact
NCTransit_white_Interact
Public_white_Interact
ResComm_white_Interact
RwhiteneFam_white_
Interact
RHDetached_white_
Interact
RHThreeFam_white_
Interact
RHTwoFam_white_
Interact
RMHigh_white_Interact
RMMed_white_Interact
RMMod_white_Interact
ResTransit_white_Interact
SOMAMixed_white_Interact
RMLow_white_interact

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardized
Coefficients

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: Last_6a. 


